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Spring is sprung,
the grass is riz,
I wonder where the flowers is

President’s Notes
Welcome to the start of another growing season. Needless to say, the author of that poem did not grow
chrysanthemums. Hopefully over the next couple of months the spring will be well and truly in your step and your
cuttings will all be rooted. This is the perfect balance of chrysanthemum Yin and Yang that portends good things for
the rest of the season.
In case you have not yet heard, WACS will be the host society for the Australian Chrysanthemum Council 2021
Australian Chrysanthemum Championship. This is great news considering the disappointment we suffered with the
late cancellation of this year’s show. With this ongoing coronavirus scourge we cannot take anything for granted but
hopefully there will be no problems next year. OK, “It’s Groundhog Day” … and so, of course, you are all wildly
excited and vowing to re-double your efforts to produce five untainted, scintillating, astounding blooms of
bewildering enormity. I thank the other societies for offering us this opportunity even before we had a chance to ask
for it. The proposal was formally approved at the Australian Chrysanthemum Council General Meeting held over the
internet on 25th July using Zoom.
This Zoom is a new one on me. As it turns out, it is very useful. My children use it for their social distancing on-line
university tutorials. Lina used it to keep in touch with her father during the worst of the coronavirus restrictions
when his aged care facility was in lockdown. Older members may recall Star Trek where Captain James T. Kirk talked

to a screen which showed a live picture of the people talking back to him. I remember thinking at the time that that
will never happen. I was wrong on that but I still cannot believe that we will be able to be teleported. “He who lives
the longest will see the most” is a quote from my grandmother. Sounded like a pretty straight forward observation
but as I get older I realise that she was just trying to politely tell me to shut up as I didn’t know what I was talking
about. Well, it’s not all one way traffic when it comes to innovation. I bought a new battery operated shrub trimmer.
I showed it to my son who did not seem all that interested. He said “That’s nice Dad.” I said “Yes, it’s cutting hedge
technology.”
Another outcome of the ACC meeting was an agreement that from 2021 the ACC Australian Championship will
alternate between Victoria and Western Australia so that WA will hold the Championship in every odd numbered
year until such time as a new agreement may be reached. As part of this agreement WACS will commission a new
Australian Championship trophy for our use and Victoria will retain the trophy that they commissioned after the
unfortunate breakage of the original crystal glass trophy that was presented to the ACC by Garden City Booragoon in
1985.
As a result of WA again being the host club for the ACC Australian Show in 2021 I have been re-elected as President
of the ACC and our other ACC Delegate, Michael Drake-Brockman has been elected Vice-President. The VicePresident’s role is of great importance when the President is unable to properly fulfil his duties due to misfortune or
gross stupidity and I thank Michael for taking on this vital role.
Twenty five members attended our recent get together at the John McGrath Pavilion. Catering was again provided
by Nosh Catering and reports seem to confirm that a good time was had by all. I had the pleasure of handing out
prize cards to our esteemed Secretary, Michael Drake-Brockman, for his winning efforts in last season’s ACC “Virtual”
Chrysanthemum Show, the details of which are recorded in the last newsletter.
The cancellation of the Horticultural Council’s September Plant Fair has been confirmed but the February Fair is still
scheduled to go ahead.
We will soon be having the AGM. In our case there is no need to march in the streets, smash windows, burn down
train stations or even wait until November to get rid of the President. All you need to seize power is the support of a
handful of your cronies. If subversion is more your thing then seriously consider a place on the Committee. If you
want to install a puppet government, and especially if your name is Rupert, then put your hand up for the
Newsletter Editor’s position. The WACS is full of opportunities and if you wish to be a dictator then “may the force
be with you”.
Our Distribution Day will be held in October as usual and I hope that you will all have a few spare cuttings to share. In
particular, if you have some cultivars that are rarely seen then please bring these in. We can add them to those that
we are trying to preserve. I have lost Goshu Penta, Kiyomi No Meikyoku and Senkyo Jonetsu over time, which were
all good quality cultivars. They failed to give cutting material for me and I then discovered that no one else had any
either. We have recently obtained a few “new” old cultivars that are a welcome addition to those more commonly
seen and some have proven to be useful for showing as well as for old time’s sake. This is becoming of more
importance in recent years as quarantine makes the importation of new cultivars from overseas almost impossible
and the production of new cultivars has declined as there are very few Australian growers producing seedlings.
Fortunately, Ron Seaton has some new cultivars that he is intending to release this season. Some growers obtained
his Seatons Marilyn last year. I saw it flowering in Ron’s garden in early May and it looked quite good. Ron has a
Facebook page “Ron Seaton’s Chrysanthemums” which is well worth a look and includes photographs of these new
cultivars. https://www.facebook.com/ronseatonchrysanthemums It also has photographs and a video of his could
have been, would have been, should have been 2020 Australian Championship show flowers. Talk about spewin’.
During the next two months some important chrysanthemum events are due to be held in other parts of the world.
Unfortunately, second waves of Coronavirus are blighting many parts of the world, so we hope that they will be able

to go ahead with reasonable prospects of safety. In the Far East1 the Japanese and Korean Chrysanthemum Festivals
fall on 9th September. The festival is called Chōyō in Japan and Jungyangjeol in Korea. The “beautiful” Double Ninth
Festival will be held on the 25th October in China. In Old Blighty2 the Early National Show is planned to be held on the
12th and 13th September. There should be some good photos posted on the NCS(UK) Facebook page. Unfortunately
the NCS(USA) Convention and Show has been cancelled.
In respect of the Editor he must be experiencing a dangerous build-up of Yang as he has now gone from just poco
loco to loco mucho. Basically, bereft, from a screw loose to completely unhinged. He has included links to thirteen
different versions of Bésame Mucho in his Notes. This is some obscure foreign ditty of which, even he admits, less
than half the versions are worth listening to. Poor boy. I understand he is now quite Tao Yuanming crazy and can
commonly be found beside the eastern hedge muttering “the birds, the birds”, completely drunk on chrysanthemum
wine and Corona beer and intermittently shouting out boisterously: “I've found again the meaning of life”. Hopefully
it will not be long before he comes to the attention of the responsible authorities.

Cultural Matters
As I write this it is the middle of August. I have recently trimmed the last of the new growths on all my stools to
remove the growing tips and any premature buds that they may have produced. What I noticed is that nearly all
plants were still in the rosette stage of growth. Chrysanthemums are termed herbaceous perennials in that they
persist from year to year but die down each season to regenerate from underground and basal growth.
Unfortunately, for warmer climate growers, chrysanthemums require a period of cold weather to break them out of
the semi-dormant rosette phase of growth during which there is minimal elongation of the stems and shoots
suitable for cuttings are not available. Weather data reveals that during July this year Perth’s average maximum
temperature was 1 degree above average and, more importantly, the average minimum temperature was 1.2
degrees above average. The coldest morning was only 4.3 degrees. Hopefully the regrowth will elongate normally
but maybe this will be a problem in the future with global warming. Fortunately we have some members in the hills
and the country who still get some colder weather. Distribution Day may be even more important in years to come.
The next two months is all about getting your cuttings rooted and successfully growing away. In the interests of
keeping it simple, I have set the rest out in abecedarian fashion. Hopefully it will all be as easy as A, B, C. For all you
experts out there that already know it all I have left out the “duh”.

1

Far North from Perth. Fun fact: If you dug a hole from Perth through the centre of the earth you would come out very close to
Bermuda. If you dug a hole from England you would emerge close to the New Zealand administered sub-antarctic Antipodes
Islands, which are 860km south-east of New Zealand’s Stewart Island. (nowhere near China!) Fun fact: In geography, the
antipode of any spot on Earth is the point on Earth's surface diametrically opposite to it. A pair of points antipodal to each other
are situated such that a straight line connecting the two would pass through Earth's centre. Antipodal points are as far away
from each other as possible. Unsurprisingly, the Antipodes Islands were discovered and named by an Englishman, Captain Henry
Waterhouse, in 1800.
2
Far North-West from Perth.

A.

The following advice is from John Fleming in a booklet published by the Chrysanthemum Study Club of Australia
in 1976 entitled “Our Way With Chrysanthemums”. I imagine that John is no longer with us, but thanks to the
written word his legacy lives on.

B.

Here is another description of successful techniques. This time from Ian Blackwell, written in 2019.

Propagation













Water the plants the day before taking cuttings so they are hydrated. This will allow cuttings to be
snapped off avoiding the transmission of virus diseases via the propagators knife.
There is a fairly wide window of opportunity within which to successfully strike cuttings naturally,
however in W.A. the exhibitor should commence around the beginning of September.
There are a number of propagation mixes available that may be purchased or you can simply use a
premium grade potting mix with good success. Buffered coco peat and perlite (Medium size) in the
ratios 80/20%, 70/30% or 60/40% are very successful.
I buffer my own coco coir from compressed blocks and mix this 70/30 with perlite. I believe there is an
advantage using this soilless mix as it is more sterile and is therefore less likely to transfer any harmful
soil borne pathogens. The pH I set at 6.
It is advisable to use a soft wood rooting powder to help the development of a good root system.
If you use a knife or trimmer it is good practice to sterilize it between taking the cuttings from each
cultivar.
Choose plant material that is healthy, clean and in active vegetative growth as this will strike more
readily. Take cuttings from the stock plant at the same length, this makes it easier to select cuttings of
equal stem diameter and equal leaf area.
Cuttings may be struck in trays, cell trays or individual tubes/pots. Recent experience has shown that
cell trays with 10 individual compartments 55mm x 55mm (0.14 L of propagation mix) or 68mm tubes
(0.20 L) are very versatile.
I water them in well but not overhead, this helps to avoid the transfer of fungal disease up the stem by
capillary action, a practice I found helped to minimize this problem when I was using soil-based
propagation mixes.
Cuttings will strike more successfully if housed in a semi-controlled environment, ideally at a
temperature around 22 degrees centigrade. For the amateur grower in his back yard, housing cuttings
(either in trays, cell trays or individual pots) in polystyrene boxes covered by opaque plastic sheeting
has proven to be successful.

Potting on
It is time to pot on the cuttings when the root growth fills the pot and the top shoot begins to grow, this will
take approx. 3 weeks from taking the cutting. If they are not housed in ideal conditions they will take longer to
strike.




C.

Pot on into say 130 ml pots or plant out in the garden by mid-October.
They will be ready for the final pots (250mm/300mm) by the end of November. Make sure it is
adequately staked & tied.
Use premium grade potting mix for potting on including the final potting. Make sure you check the pH
of the mix before use and correct as necessary. If you use professionally prepared hydroponic coco coir
blocks they will simply need hydrating before potting on.

There are many articles about growing chrysanthemums commercially on the internet. I have been reading
them for ten years or more and the flowers that I have produced have been getting progressively worse. Why is
it so? Commercial growers produce small flowered easy growing cultivars in a growing cycle as short as ten
weeks. Hobby growers produce large flowered cantankerous cultivars in a growing cycle of around ten months.
Not surprisingly the growing methods for best results will be different. However, the science behind the
commercial methods is well understood (by scientists, not me) and many parts of it are transferrable to hobby
growers. It is my intention to “drip feed” a few snippets of commercial growers’ advice in these newsletters
during the season that may help members to grow better blooms. If your results get worse then don’t say you
were not warned.

Rooting / Young Plants
The main goal when rooting mum cuttings is to avoid nutrient deficiencies as this can compromise plant
growth and bud formation as well as reduce branching. Also, it is important to keep cuttings from wilting
due to lack of water as this too can reduce overall growth and branching. It has been recommended that
fertilization begin 3 days after sticking at a rate of 100-150 ppm nitrogen, 2-3 times per week.
If cuttings are stuck into a growing medium without starter fertilizer, then start fertilization at the time of
sticking. The electrical conductivity (E.C.) of the growing medium should be 1.0-2.0 mmhos/cm (saturated
media extract) and pH should be between 5.5 - 6.2.
Active Growth / Vegetative Stage
After rooted cuttings / liners have been transplanted into their final containers, they will begin a rapid growth
phase. Faster growth rates require higher fertilizer application rates, so water soluble fertilizer application
rates should be increased to a constant feed rate of 200-300 ppm nitrogen. It is not unusual for some
cultivars to show iron deficiency symptoms (yellow new leaves with green veins) during this phase.
This is typically a problem in more vigorous cultivars as well as yellow and white flowering varieties. Growers
often correct this by increasing fertilizer application rates, but it is better to apply a one-time application of
an iron chelate, such as iron-EEDHA.
Please explain

a. Saturated media extract
Current testing methods
There are three commonly used methods of testing soilless media based on the use of water as an extracting
solution, they are: saturated media extract, 1:2 dilution method, and leachate PourThru.
Saturated media extract (SME). SME is currently "the" method of testing soilless greenhouse media and it is
almost universally done by commercial and university labs. In this test a paste is made using soil and water
and then the liquid portion (the extract) is separated from the solid portion for pH, soluble salt, and nutrient
analysis. Special skills and laboratory equipment are required to perform this test. SME is probably not
suitable for a grower to use unless the greenhouse operation is large enough to support a lab, a technically
trained person is hired to carry out the tests, and there is a committment to frequent testing and tracking of
the results.
1:2 dilution method. This method has been used for many years and has good interpretative data to back it
up. In this test an air-dried sample of soil and water are mixed together in the volume ratio of 1 part soil to 2
parts water. The liquid extract is then separated from the solids using laboratory grade filter paper or a
common coffee filter. The extract is then ready for analysis. This is a very easy test to master and quite
suitable for on-site greenhouse testing of pH and soluble salt using the so-called pH and EC "pens" available
from greenhouse suppliers. In my opinion the 1:2 method is a very good choice for occasional pH and soluble
salts testing by growers on-site.
Leachate PourThru. This is the newest way of testing soilless media and its apparent simplicity has caught
the interest of many growers. One of the major advantages to leachate PourThru is that there is no media
sampling or preparation. Unlike SME and 1:2 methods, plants do not have to be sacrificed or disturbed for
testing because the extract is the leachate collected from the container during routine irrigation. The
leachate can be analyzed on-site using the pH and EC pens or it can be sent to a commercial laboratory for a
complete nutrient analysis.

Leachate PourThru is best used for continuous monitoring and graphical tracking of pH and soluble salts. To
make this method work best an irrigation and leachate protocol must be established and carefully followed
when sampling takes place. Based on my observations, leachate PourThru is not a good choice for casual
checks (use 1:2 method for this). Some growers like to "whip out" the old pH or EC pen now and then and
check the drainage from some pots. Unfortunately, with casual use like this, the "numbers" are often quite
variable, inconclusive, and probably unreliable.

b. ppm nitrogen
Calculating the Amount of Fertilizer to Achieve a Given PPM
Step 1
Obtain the amount of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P) and potassium (K) in the fertilizer from the fertilizer's
label. These are the so-called N-P-K values, such as 10-20-10. The numbers refer to percentages. A 10-20-10
fertilizer contains 10 percent nitrogen, 20 percent phosphorous and 10 percent potassium by weight.
Step 2
Determine the mass (in grams) of fertilizer to dissolve per litre of water to achieve the desired ppm value by
dividing by the percent (in decimal form) of the desired nutrient, then divide by 1,000. If a fertilizer of 200
ppm nitrogen is desired, then:
200 ppm / 0.10 / 1,000 = 2 g of fertilizer per litre (L)

(recall that 0.10 = 10%)

Step 3
Determine the number of litres of fertilizer to be prepared.
Step 4
Multiply the grams of fertilizer from Step 2 by the desired number of litres from Step 3 to determine the
quantity of fertilizer to use. For example, to prepare 10 litres of fertiliser:
(2 g) x (10 L) = 20 g fertilizer
Step 5
Weigh the quantity of fertilizer on a scale or balance.
Step 6
Combine the weighed fertilizer and the measured quantity of water and mix well.

c. Electrical conductivity - mmhos/cm
Electricity is used to measure the salt content in a soil. Pure water does not conduct electricity. But if the
tiniest bit of chemical salt is present, electricity is conducted through the solution. A conductivity meter is
used to measure how well electricity is conducted in a solution of water. This is referred to as EC, which is
short for electrical conductivity. Units of measure are either mmhos per cm or decisiemens per metre (dS/m).
1 mmhos/cm = 1 dS/m

OK, got all that? Ian Blackwell has been rooting cuttings for more than fifty years, so you cannot go far wrong
following his advice as seen at B. Alternatively re-read the September-October 2019 Newsletter which contains
some more priceless snippets. (Note - Snippets are not the same as cuttings.)

Editor’s Notes

(a.k.a. the “alternative cultural” notes)

I mentioned in the last Newsletter that I was running out of new ideas for these notes. I am sure that some of you
will be relieved to know that. In the April – May 2020 newsletter I included a picture of a young man studying a
chrysanthemum drawn in Anime style. According to the “RightStuf Anime” webpage - In Japan, the word (anime)
refers to any kind of animation at all, but the rest of the world has adopted it to mean animation specifically from
Japan. As these are still images rather than animated perhaps they would be better referred to as Manga. According
to Wikipedia the word "manga" comes from the Japanese word 漫画, composed of the two kanji 漫 (man) meaning
"whimsical or impromptu" and 画 (ga) meaning "pictures". Here, for your viewing pleasure, are some more
anime/manga style pictures featuring chrysanthemums.

At this point I must say that I suspect that some of you, like the
President, may question the relevance to the WACS membership
of a lot of the Editor’s Notes, in particular English (and Japanese)
grammar lessons, but are far too polite to say so. Well, by way of
justification, these pictures all feature chrysanthemums and are
from Japan and the Japanese are big on chrysanthemums. Apart
from that, the RightStuf website also advises that the first
Japanese animated film that is known for certain to have been
commercially released, in 1917, was entitled “Failure of a Great
Plan”, and that is something that all chrysanthemum growers
can relate to. If you are still not satisfied then here is a haiku that
I have composed especially for you.
Why anime in
Chrysanthemum newsletter?
Crazy Editor

I have mentioned before that I like to listen to music on YouTube while I compose these notes. Perhaps that is a
legacy of my youth spending time listening to my parents’ record collection. I think that boredom was a great
motivation for this. My wife has said that dealing with boredom is one of the most important skills that children
need to learn. The quest to relieve boredom led to the term “pastime”. Modern living is mostly associated with too
many things to do and so we have the new term “time poor”. As I am now retired, which many of our members can
relate to, I am back to needing pastimes which is where chrysanthemums and this Newsletter come in handy. There
is a quote from English actor Robert Morley that is relevant to this –
Anyone who works is a fool. I don't work - I merely inflict myself upon the public.
When I was a child my parents liked to go to dances, often at the Pagoda Ballroom or the Italian Club. My brother
and I also liked it when they went to dances as they would bring home some balloons that we could play balloon
tennis with until they deflated or burst. Sometimes we would wake in the morning after a dance to find that there
were no balloons. This tragedy would be accompanied with an explanation that those which they had gathered at
the end of the night had been popped by other patrons, usually with a cigarette butt. Little did these people know
that their fleeting joy had given such sorrow to others. You know, “the little things we say and do”; but maybe it
stopped us taking up smoking.

At the time Latin-American rhythms were popular and so the record collection
had a number of recordings of songs from those countries. One that I remember
was “Bésame Mucho” which translates as “Kiss Me A Lot”. It was written in 1940
by a Mexican woman, Consuelo Velázquez. Wikipedia, as usual, is very
informative. Her best known success is the iconic song “Bésame Mucho”, a bolero
she wrote when she was only 16 years old. … The song was created before
Consuelo received her first kiss of love. … It is one of the most famous boleros, and
was recognized in 1999 as the most sung and recorded Mexican song in the world.
I have recommended numerous YouTube songs from a wide variety of genres in
previous newsletters after listening to multiple versions of the same songs and
picking out the best ones, or more correctly, the ones that I like the best. It was
not my original intention to give recommendations regarding Bésame Mucho as I
am not sure how many of you might be interested in that. However, …
In the last newsletter I suggested that you should avoid some versions of traditional Christmas carols where the
performer is mainly interested in attempting to impress the listener with their musical prowess without regard to
the “Beauty of Simplicity” that the songs possess. While passing some time trawling YouTube I happened to stumble
upon The Beatles version of “Bésame Mucho”. They included it in their unsuccessful audition for a Decca recording
contract. To my ear it is one of the most horrific versions of any song that I have ever heard.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg48JepkiRo
As a result of this traumatic experience I went looking for a good recording in order to help expunge it from my
memory. A simple instrumental version is available courtesy of Polish accordionist Wiesława Dudkowiak. I imagine
that, like The Beatles, she will not be signed by Decca Records. However, she has produced her own CD with 24
songs folk- accordion € 15 including postage to anywhere in the world. This version of Bésame Mucho, accompanied
by a strict tempo backing track, is much as I remember the song from my childhood.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdVXaIXeeT0
I have a friend who is a UWA music graduate and has spent his life as a
successful professional musician. I mentioned The Beatles effort to him and my
reaction. After listening to it he told me that he didn’t mind it at all. So, given
that we all have different tastes here are a few different versions.
For the definitive version of a song you would normally start with the composer.
Consuelo Velázquez later became a classical concert pianist and here she is on
the piano accompanying Daniel Riolobos.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjhwLuHTc2c
The first recording of the song was by another Mexican, Emilio Tuero.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-wrhXhwuBE
In 1944 the famous American pianist and singer Nat "King" Cole made the first adaptation in English.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eEZtyqHPI0
I am not a fan of any of the last three versions either. Here are some others. The first three are a bit crook also but
the later ones are good. (IMHO)
Elvis Presley

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPmXji001Os

(This is what led The Beatles astray.)

Frank Sinatra https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddz3aqJjgvU
André Rieu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNCxzbW9mtY

Pedro Infante (not Frank Sinatra)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYZUgKpqP1E

Dean Martin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9MdTJh6m-U

Wikipedia says that - Los Panchos are a Latin trío romántico formed in New York City in 1944 by Chucho Navarro,
Alfredo Gil and Hernando Avilés. (They) moved to Mexico City in 1946 (and) the trio became one of the leading
exponents of the bolero and the romantic ballad in Latin America where they are still regarded as one of the top trios
of all time. So they should have it spot on.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHtokcwnD9Y
This is a French language version from the Avalon Jazz Band.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uYVnqOdr9s

Interested readers of the July – August Notes will recall the poem by Li Qingzhao. During the early period (of her life),
most of her poems were related to her feelings as a maiden. They were more like love poems. Just like Bésame
Mucho. She was regarded as a master of wǎnyuē pài, "the delicate restraint". Some singers could learn a lot from
her. I think that she would enjoy this version from Lisa Ono.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY0fuEfBmD4
Besame,
Besame mucho
Como si fuera ésta noche
La última vez
Besame, besame mucho
Que tengo miedo a perderte
Perderte después
Besame,
Besame mucho
Como si fuera ésta noche
La última vez

Besame, besame mucho
Que tengo miedo a perderte
Perderte después
Quiero tenerte muy cerca
Mirarme en tus ojos
Verte junto a mi
Piensa que tal vez mañana
Yo ya estaré lejos,
Muy lejos de ti
Besame,
Besame mucho

Como si fuera ésta noche
La última vez
Besame, besame mucho
Que tengo miedo a perderte
Perderte después
Besame, besame mucho
Que tengo miedo a perderte
Perderte después
Que tengo miedo a perderte
Perderte después

Besame, Besame Mucho
Each time I cling to your kiss, I hear music divine
Besame, Besame mucho
Hold me my darling and say that you'll always be mine
This joy is something new, my arms enfolding you
Never knew this thrill before
Who ever thought I'd be holding you close to me
Whispering; it's you I adore
Dearest one, if you should leave me,
Each little dream would take wing, and my life would be through
Besame, Besame mucho
Love me forever and make all my dreams come true
Besame, Besame mucho
Love me forever and make all my dreams come true 3
Why spoil it?

Chrysanthemum Kiss
ASOS maxi-dress
3

It is a platitude that translation of poetry is either bad verse or bad translation. The English lyrics bear almost no resemblance
to the original Spanish.

The adaptation and fusion of the bolero with other types of popular dance music has contributed to their
development, and to its endurance and timelessness. The lyrics of the bolero can be found throughout popular music,
especially Latin dance music.
It is interesting that there are many other popular Latin-American songs that are also commonly spoiled but,
fortunately, seem to have escaped the frequent ruination suffered by Bésame Mucho, especially by performers who
should have known better. These versions of Latin-American songs are all quite acceptable (quite good actually).
Sin Ti

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yytgfe2CJvU

Escarcha

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dgt8VTQ9MXU

Solamente Un Vez

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DapD9EFzxc8

Historia De Un Amor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8l5U6duIOA

and another one to please Li Qingzhao. Her second marriage lasted only months as her husband treated her badly.
Perfidia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVmkOwE_TY4

Elvis attempts here to make amends for his earlier transgression. Is it possible? Probably more one for his fans, of
which, of course, there are many. I liked “Blue Hawaii” as a child while many of his fans do not like it now.
Somos Novios

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3OzKpF_wHY

Amy Winehouse is no longer with us. If she were and recorded this next number it would sound like this. However,
this version is by Guatemalan singer Gaby Moreno. One critic writes - Her singing is effortlessly bright with purpose
and not just a display of ostentatious acrobatics. In fact, there's something very classic about her expression. In her
voice, the flame of the female greats is alive. Perhaps? See what you think.
Quizás, Quizás, Quizás

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaBPXIw0rqs

While looking for these I came across a lot of newer material, some of which I think, if you like the style, is very good.
This is a song by the musical ensemble Los Ángeles Azules, featuring Mexican-American sisters Ha*Ash.
Mi Niña Mujer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8luGZhHTSg

The next songs were recorded in 2017 by Mexican songstress Natalia Lafourcade. (nace una estrella!)
Tú Sí Sabes Quererme

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2C06A4aDqk

Nunca Es Suficiente

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNz2rEx7BCU

The next video is as big a surprise as The Beatles track which started off all this
palaver. Fortunately, not traumatic, as the music at least is quite good. I was
looking for Amor, Amor, Amor. It is a bolero classic written in 1943 and also known
as Amor, Amor and just Amor. Bing Crosby had some success with it. This is a
completely different song, by Paty Cantú, another Mexican songstress.
Amor, Amor, Amor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byid-1ngfTs

When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending
you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems,
and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re
bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.4
4

Thanks a lot Donald.

Kiss me a lot, bring me some chrysanthemum wine and sing to me “To the Tune of Intoxicated under the Shadow of
Flowers”. Who could say that (you) look not enchanting? When the west wind stirs the curtain, I see that (you are)
more gracile than the yellow flowers.
(Watch out girls: Perfidy. It may be the alcohol talking.)

It’s time for another haiku.
Bésame Mucho –
Kiss me lots and sing to me
Some music divine.
Chrysanthemum Bolero
3 ½ inch wide, single
flowers are deep gold to
orange with
exceptionally long petals.

If music be the food of love, play on. Encore Maestro?
Amor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLHTxasAF38

Love Me Tender (not Elvis)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWlvZXab9z4

El Destino (really good!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBzWOQQYAF8

OK, I know that you are hanging out for another bolero. Quizás? Christmas in July got a mention in the last
newsletter. It’s not July or December now but if you were there on the night then I am sure that you would have
enjoyed his one.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1EpXuEuLYw
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Matthew 5:39 But I say to you, Do not resist the one who is evil. But if anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to
him the other also.
With that in mind, here are a couple of songs to keep the boss happy.
To Know Him Is To Love Him

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUOPs_Wd4Ks

Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass were popular in my youth. Herb was born to parents from Russian and Romanian
backgrounds. He and the boys may have visited Tijuana at some time but they were all American gringos. Never let
the truth get in the way of a good story because, after all, these are no more than alternative facts.
El Presidente

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_wOpaB9tnQ

All hail El Presidente!

(another phoney)

Make WACS great again. Vote him out.

Mentors
Ian Blackwell – Kelmscott 93902608
Ralph Coombes – Maida Vale 94543373
Michael Drake-Brockman – Pickering Brook 92937650
Carl Slusarczyk – Mount Lawley 92721356
Richard Williams – Inglewood 92726120

Contacts
President – Carl Slusarczyk 9272 1356 (H) carl.lina.slu@gmail.com
Treasurer – Colleen Ryall 9291 9257 (H) 0400089223 (M) colleenryall@westnet.com.au
Secretary – Michael Drake-Brockman 9293 7650 (H) michaeldb@iinet.net.au
Newsletter Editor – Carl Slusarczyk 9272 1356 (H) carl.lina.slu@gmail.com

Forthcoming Events
WACS Annual General Meeting – 12 noon on Tuesday 8th September 2020 at the John McGrath Pavillion,
97 Hensman Street, South Perth.
Distribution Day – 1.30 pm on Sunday 25th October 2020 at John McGrath Pavilion, 97 Hensman Street, South
Perth.
WA Horticultural Council’s Garden Clubs’ and Societies’ Fair – Saturday 20th and Sunday 21st February 2021,
at South Perth Civic Centre Hall, corner of Sandgate St and South Terrace, South Perth.

Website
www.chrysanthemumwa.com

Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/chrysanthemumwa/

Reminder
Membership fees are due now. Please ensure your membership fees for 2020 – 2021 are paid up before voting
at the AGM or participating at Distribution Day. Membership will lapse if fees are not paid by 1st December 2020.

Breaking News
Archaeologists have uncovered a cache of writing materials which they believe belonged to William Shakespeare.
A spokesman said: “The pencils are so badly chewed at the ends that we cannot tell if they are 2B or not 2B.”

